Molecular cloning, sequence analysis and structure modeling of OmpR, the response regulator of Aeromonas hydrophila.
The ability of bacteria to survive and proliferate in changing environmental conditions, and during host cell invasion is the key to their pathogenicity. In order to achieve this, the bacteria use a signal transduction system, the two component regulatory system, which consists of a sensor kinase and a response regulator. The EnvZ/OmpR system regulates the porin genes ompF/ompC in response to changes in osmolarity. In the present study, the ompR gene of Aeromonas hydrophila (isolate Ah17) was cloned, sequenced and characterized. Further an attempt was made to analyze the structural characteristics of the OmpR protein from Aeromonas hydrophila. The three dimensional structure of the protein was predicted by homology modeling and the modeled structure was compared to other members of two component response regulators. This study would be helpful for structure based drug design approaches to generate drugs against this harmful pathogen to control its proliferation in both human and fish hosts.